5th Grade

Weekly Newsletter:


17th - 21st March 2019

Dear Parents,
We trust that you’re well. Hereby find our, weekly plan , aero standards , and
some helpful tips and anchor charts to help with extra practice.

Important dates/Information:

Please ensure that students have their Student ID cards EVERYDAY as it is needed to enter
and walk around the school building.
Dates: March

Event:

17th

● Math Fraction Assessment
● High School Drama
Performance

18th

5th Grade Traffic Assembly by the
Ministry of Education

20th

Birthday celebrations

We look forward to starting a variety of weekly 5th
grade clubs starting Thursday during the last 45
minutes of the school day :)

Weekly Plan and Standards:

Math: Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit.
This week we will:

● Create a line plot by using data and fractional measurements.
● Solve line plot questions by interpreting the data and following + or - steps.
● Find the total of data in a line plot by following addition steps.

Tips: Please make use of the following video links,steps and anchor charts to help

increase understanding of this concept.

Introduction to and example of interpreting line plots:
1.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9oidm-Tt24
2.https://www.khanacademy.org/math/early-math/cc-early-math-measure-data-topic/cc
-early-math-line-plots/v/introduction-to-line-plots
Example activities to practice at home:
1.https://www.onlinemathlearning.com/line-plots-5md2.html

Reading:

1. Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including
how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in a
poem reflects upon a topic, summarize the text.
2. Compare and contrast stories in the same genre (mysteries and adventure stories)
on their approaches to similar theme and topic.

This week we will:

● Summarize a story by using somebody wanted but so
● Determine the speaker of texts by referencing details.
● Determine the theme by identifying how the character overcame a challenge and
the lesson that was learned. (both texts)
● Compare and contrast themes from two stories in the same genre by citing details
from the text
Tips:  Please make use of the following anchor charts and link to select a story to apply
the skills of the week to.

For possible reading selections visit:
https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/study-break/graded-reading

Social Studies: Design and create a society based on a dystopian concept
This week we will:

● Create our own dystopian society based upon one worrying/unjust trend you
see in our world and/or your class novel. Your trend can come from any
aspect of life (friends, school, media, government, business, etc.) It can also
be inspired by events in your novel.

Tips:  Expose students dystopian fiction examples like “The Perfect Match”- it’s argued

that humans depend too much technology or in “The Giver” people often make the wrong
choice when given choices.

Visit the following link to determine the meaning and characteristics of the concept:
https://slideplayer.com/slide/6165678/

Writing/ELA: 5.1 Write a reflective journal entry on a specific topic.
This week we will:

● Start with journal entries focussing on sentence structure, Complex sentences,
Subjects and Predicates and Adjectives

Tips:  Please go over the anchor charts with students so that they are prepared for
lessons. Remember, the more you write, the more you improve!

Spelling words:

poems

average

element

reciprocal

hopeful

mystery

honesty

hypothesis

line plots

diary

overall

apostrophe

Please let students revise all, of which 5-7 words would be tested weekly.

5th Grade teachers,


Ms La-eeqah, Ms Lya, Mr Johandre, Ms Abida, Ms Bianca, Ms Louise and Mr
Trevor.

